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External Environment



Chapel Hill Shopping Center
Located in the Chapel Hill Shopping Center on 

the corner of West Freeway and Hulen St. 

● Other stores in the center include Central 

Market, The Container Store, James Avery 

Craftsman, Mi Cocina, and Buttons

● Many of the stores are high end

● Central Market has a very similar target market 

● One drawback is that the store is located in the 

back of the center and cannot be seen 

from the streets

● Chaotic parking lot 1



Road Signs

Lack of visibility signifies road signs as an area 

in need of improvement

● Very minimal exposure from surrounding 

streets, Hulen, and West Freeway

● Signage seen from West Freeway is hidden 

behind trees and positioned far into the 

center’s parking lot

● Signage seen from Hulen is barely visible 

because it is old and faded



Store Front
 Key Insights

● World Market storefront displays the 

store name in large letters

○ Helpful due to the store being in the 

back of the shopping center

● Descriptive words such as “Food & 

Wine”, “Decor & Gifts”, and “Furniture” 

are included on the front 

○ Helps those unfamiliar with what 

products the store offers
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Window Displays
Storefront displays are bland and uninviting

● No window displays

○ Dark, covered windows

○ No indication of what is offered inside

● No advertising of any specific items 

found inside

○ Not appealing for first time customers

● Random furnishings and boxes arranged 

out front in an unorganized manner



External Environment
Advantages:

● Located within a high end 

shopping center

● Close proximity to Central Market, a 

store with similar target market

○ A lot of traffic goes through the 

Central Market end of the 

center, near where World 

Market is located

○ Sparks people’s interest and 

gives World Market exposure

Disadvantages:

● Low visibility 

○ Store located in back of

shopping center

○ Lack of signage visible from roads

○ Customers would not know the 

store is in the center unless they 

were told or looked on a map

● Uninviting store front

○ Lack of window displays

○ Lack of informational or 

promotional signs

○ Cluttered boxes and items



Internal Environment



Store Layout
Structured perimeter creates 

clear nooks while store center 

follows free form layout

● Customers tend to shop in 

a path that follows the 

outer wall, going from 

section to section in order

● Center of store is less 

rigidly organized, but 

features the only open 

landing space in the store



Store Layout
Advantages:

● Structured perimeter is organized 

and easy to navigate

○ Clear, identifiable sections

○ Practical categories grouped 

on one side

○ Decorative categories 

grouped on other side

● Free form layout in center 

facilitates browsing and 

encourages impulse purchasing

Disadvantages:

● Layout in center has no clear path and 

can be confusing to navigate

● Free form layout does not maximize 

floor space

● Lack of landing areas / breathing room

○ Narrow walkways 

○ Tight arrangement of displays

○ Can be overwhelming



Displays
● Primary categories like “Home Decor” create 

nooks against the walls

○ Permanent sections

○ Consistent signage 

● “Islands” throughout center of the store feature 

seasonal or specialty collections like “Craft” 

○ Unique signage 

○ Changes over time 

● Displays are tightly packed with a wide variety

of products

○ Stacked/cluttered appearance

○ Abundance of choice



Informational 
Signage
● Main sections are marked by hanging signs

○ Highest line of sight

○ Consistent signage

○ Easy wayfinding 

● Signs within each section vary

○ Different design for subcategory signs 

creates unique personalities 

○ Handwritten vs. printed price tags

○ Ads highlighting specific products

○ Product origin info



Promotional 
Signage
● Variety of signs with inconsistent design

○ Difficult to draw connections 

regarding promotions and 

value/savings

● “Discontinued” signs leverage uniqueness 

of products and time pressure

● Advertisements about World Market 

Explorer rewards program throughout 



Sensory Marketing

Colorful displays

Variety of sign 

designs

Eclectic arrangements

 

Variety of textures

Rug gallery

Apparel displays

Testable furniture 

Free snack samples

Coffee tasting station

Fragrance section

Coffee section

Lack of consistent,   

memorable, or unique 

smell storewide 

World Market ads

Multicultural music

Quiet chatter



Categorization Structure



Categorization 
Structure
Primary products aligned across store perimeter

1. Kitchenware is first thing most customers 

see, on bottom-left corner of store

2. Tables and chairs on left wall in front of 

kitchenware

3. Wine and beer takes up upper left corner

4. Imported food products take up entire back 

of store (Marketplace)

5. Home decor takes up upper right corner

6. Furniture accessories (pillows, blankets, 

etc.) take up bottom-right corner



Categorization 
Structure (cont.)
Clearance, Discount, & Miscellaneous products 

placed in the center of store

Center of store reserved for World Market 

products that people do not necessarily consider 

when they first shop there. They include:

● Lamps and lanterns

● Nightstands

● Scarves and jewelry

● Crafts

● Candles

● Primary items on discount, such as shelves, 

desks, rugs, towels, ornaments, etc.



Product Placement: 
Path & Exposure
Categorization meant to give customers easy path, 

exposure to complementary items, and stress-free 

shopping experience.

● Path along perimeter is clear, organized, and 

less jumbled

● Customers are exposed to products without 

being too close to them. Neuromarketing 

comes into play with perimeter.

○ For example, wine glasses are placed 

before and with the wine and beer. A 

blackboard advertising a wine tasting 

was also placed at the table section, 

which is right before wine and beer.
Wine and beer glasses Wine and beer



Product Placement: Stress-Free Shopping

Products within categories are categorized further by attributes. Execution of Sheena Iyengar’s 

steps to reduce stress from overwhelming choice.

Wood & 

Metal

FabricHybrid

Chairs 

complementary 

to tables

Wine 

tasting ad



Product Placement: Disadvantages
Products in the center are cluttered and 

unorganized. This coerces customers to maneuver 

around the perimeters just to get to their products.

● Random, ungrouped discount and clearance 

items are placed in the center, increasing the 

stress caused by overwhelming choice

● Jumbled arrangement does not allow much 

space for consumers to walk around

● A customer already unsure of what they 

want will become more unsure, even if they 

prefer discount items

Discount wine, clustered 

around table section
Wall/Table Section



Product Placement: 
Disadvantages (cont.)
Buyers of primary products are mostly return 

customers. Clustered design of center may turn new 

customers away because they are unaware of the 

structure, or they do not find what they need 

quickly enough.

● The sections along the perimeter, save wine & 

beer and imported food, are expensive and 

durable goods.

● Customers spend more time analyzing their 

choices on these products than those in the 

center of the store.

● Placing products that require longer 

decision-making processes first is not effective in 

attracting quick-to-choose customers. 

Too much choice for discount soda & beer with too little 

space between selections.



Observations



Observations
Friday: 11:00 am - 12:00 pm

Man & Woman

● Assumed couple, middle-aged

● In store for less than 10 min.

● Collected food for a party and 

looked at tables to give as a gift 

- rotated between dinner and 

cocktail tables

● Explained to salesperson 

purpose of buying a table

● Sat in chairs and at tables to test 

comfort

● Made no purchases

 

Man, Woman & Baby 

● Assumed couple, late 20s

● In store for 45 min.

● Went straight from entrance to 

table section. Man sat down 

most of the time except to get 

up to look at pillows and 

accessories.

● Talked continuously with staff 

over the chairs

● Left store when baby started 

crying without making any 

purchases 

Group of Three Guy 

Friends

● 3 college students

● In store for 30 minutes

● Looked around at decor for a 

few minutes, then went 

straight to candy. Spent most 

time in candy aisle.

● No interaction with staff

● Looked at candy and prices; 

affordability was a large factor

● One person bought Japanese 

soda

In-store Foot Traffic



Observations
Saturday: 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Young Couple with Baby

● Man and woman in late 20s 

with baby in stroller

● In store for 1 hr.

● Started in the kitchenware 

corner and followed the 

perimeter of the store 

● Browsed for 10 min. before 

getting a cart

● No interaction with staff

● Handled many cups and 

kitchen utensils

● Purchased cups, dishes, plates

Older Man & Woman

● Man and woman in 50s 

● In store for 30 min.

● Browsed displays at the front of 

the store for a few minutes 

before going to food section

● No interaction with staff

● Purchased 6 snacks 

Middle-Aged Man 

● Man in his 30s

● Went straight to the bath and 

fragrances section with a basket

● Spent entire 45 minutes at 

candle display

● No interaction with staff

● Smelled a multitude of candles 

● Purchased 5 candles

In-store Foot Traffic



Observations
Saturday: 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Young Couple

● Married, late 20s

● In store for 40 min.

● Went straight to the candles 

● No interaction with staff

● Picked up and smelled several 

candles

● Made no purchases

● Thought everything was 

expensive  

Mother & Children

● Mother in her late 30s with 

5-year-old daughter and 

8-year-old son

● In store for 20 min.

● Went straight to the back

● No interaction with staff

● Mother knew exact case of wine 

she needed while kids browsed 

the candy selection for awhile

● Bought a case of wine and 

candy

Older Couple

● Couple in their 50s

● In store for 30 min.

● Went straight back to the 

furniture corner and then 

browsed counterclockwise 

● No interaction with staff

● Both touched, opened, and 

closely observed various 

dressers and end tables

● Made no purchases

In-store Foot Traffic



Observations
Tuesday: 3:45 pm - 4:45 pm 

Mother & Daughter 

● Mother in her early 60s, 

daughter in her late 20s

● In store for 45 min.

● Started in the wall art and 

went counterclockwise 

around perimeter

● Asked staff if they had a 

specific candle

● Smelled numerous bar soaps 

and candles

● Purchased soap and candles

Two Elderly Ladies 

● Two ladies in their early 70s

● In store for 30 min.

● Walked around the 

perimeter of the store

● No interaction with staff

● Picked up various items 

including candles, food 

products, and lamp shades

● Made no purchases

Woman

● Woman in her mid 30s

● In store for 15 min.

● Walked straight to the 

Easter products in the 

center of the room 

● No interaction with staff

● Picked up various bags of 

Easter candy and goodies

● Purchased chocolate eggs 

and bunnies 

In-store Foot Traffic



Observation Insights
Demographics:

● Predominantly white

● Equal distribution of men and women

● Late 20s to early 50s and 65+

● Married 

Shopping behavior: 

● Mix between unaware and aware buyers

○ Some knew what they wanted and went directly to a section and then left

○ Some did not know and spent more time in store in order to browse various products

● Browsers spend an average of 45 minutes in store

○ Less likely to purchase potentially due to decision paralysis from large array of product offerings 

● Shopped in pairs or groups 

● Most follow perimeter of store and avoid the center displays 

● Many shoppers were looking for gifts to purchase 

● Minimal employee interaction

● Heavy interaction with products


